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“Chinatown, Nihonjinmachi, Little Saigon/
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Advocacy Planning and Residents’Intention
 
How would be the Pluralism of Values conducted
 
to the Sound Shapes of Neighborhoods?
Soichiro MAEYAMA
(Professor,Director of Urban Studies Office Hachinohe University)
In this article the question“How would be the pluralism of values conducted to the sound
 
shapes of neighborhoods?”is tried to be asked:
① The meaning of paradigm of advocacy planning(Paul Davidoff)as wel as a actual
 
method such as“scientific-,rational discourse”(Richard Klosterman)is reviewd from
 
up-date view,and
② A model case of residential“Strategic Plan”,“Master Plan”of“Chinatown/Interna-
tional District”(Seattle,WA)is examined.In this plans,huge project named“Chinat-
own/International District Vilage Square”project(mixed use project of residential
 
units,library,senior center,hospital)is the one of the main issue here.
According to the findings;
In the case of residential“Strategic Plan”,“Master Plan”of the neighborhood,strong
 
vision-making processes were conducted for natural agreement(residential value),whch were
 
conducted by a strong activist-based CDC.Through mutual check and colation of ethics
(plans)agreement is achieved within the neighborhood.
After submitting the plans,City Planning Commission makes reviews and reports to the
 
City Council(the process of checking and grinding of values).After that according to the
“Pro Parks/Community Center Levy”project”of the City,the total planning(that is sophis-
ticatedly based on plans and declaration by each neighborhood)is put on the City-wide citizens
 
as for Levy-voting.(checking of values within city-wide again).Totaly it would be said
 
that this process is the“scientific-,rational discourse”,but it is impressive as wel that during
 
this process the smooth mutual grinding of values seem to be achieved in this case study,rather
 
than competition of values such as assumed by Davidoff.
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